
” 

The team at Web Essentials really 
helped to shape our website concept 
into something that worked well and 
looked great. Their process of doing 
a sprint of work, then pausing to re-
assess and re-prioritize with us before 
starting up again made our website 
100x better than it would have been. 
This f lexible development process 
fostered a site that grew and changed 
as our ideas and concepts solidif ied 
– it was a great experience and I 
wouldn‘twant to do it any other way.“

Melissa Haines, 
Project Manager Luvwise.com

company brief.
LuvWise helps people get a handle on their love life using the best of 
relationship science. The site offers a free relationship checkup, instant 
feedback and suggestions, and access to professional relationship 
counseling and coaching from anywhere in the world.

project brief.
In this project, Web Essentials created a technical and a design concept 
in close collaboration with the client. Then the design was transformed 
into a HTML5/CSS3 template and integrated into a functioning platform 
accessible after registration. A dashboard displays the user‘s activity and 
guides him to the next activity.

business benefits.


Luvwise now offers an interesting 
and innovative platform giving 
its members deeper personal 
insights and access to professional 
counselling


The client had a clear product 
vision and Web Essentials helped 
turn this vision into reality


The platform is in its early stages 
and has huge potential to be 
developed further
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what we did technically.
 Made a responsive HTML5/CSS3 template and integrated it into 

TYPO3 CMS where the client can manage the content by themselves.

 Developed a TYPO3 CMS extension based on Fluid/Extbase where 
users can login to their account and track their relationship status

 The extension connects to external services like Fluid Survey through 
an API and mailing list client, and also uses logic to calculate the score 
from an external service and provide suggestions for the relationship

 A login area with a personalized dashboard for every user.

link.
www.luvwise.com

address.
LuvWise Relationship Services     
Relationship Counselor and Coach

 +1 412-841-8334
  staff@luvwise.com

Off ices at Indiegrove
121 Newark Ave
Ste 556
Jersey City, NJ 07302 

about webessentials.

Web Essentials is a leading provider of website and web development services. Founded on Open Source 
and ethical values we help clients add high quality capacity and specialist expertise. Our services are sought 
after by leading companies across Europe and Asia. Making these services easy to use enables our clients to 
Think Big and grow their businesses more prof itably.
 
Find out more on our website:

 www.web-essentials.asia
 
Or send us an email:

 sales@web-essentials.asia


